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Looking Forwards

Introduction
In 2020 we have lived through two lock downs and various tiers.
Although Covid 19 is still here, it is a good time to begin to look forwards.
I invited readers of the cathedral newsletter to write poetry or prose on
the subject of the symbols of the four candles in the Advent Wreath: Hope,
Peace, Joy and Love or of the central candle for Christmas Day representing
Jesus Christ, ‘God with us’. Here are the responses.
I am very grateful to those who contributed and I hope that they will give
you hope, peace, joy and love as you read them at a time when we are
looking forwards to celebrating the birth of Jesus Christ: Emmanuel, God
with us. I would like to record my thanks to Catarina Duarte for collating
and ordering the pages.
Jane Brooke
(Vice Dean)
Photo by pexels, free licence
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1. HOPE: May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in
believing, so that you may abound in hope by the power of the
Holy Spirit. Romans: 15.13
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May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans: 15.13
This prayer inspires me because of its context of building the church after the crucifixion.
When the absolutely unthinkable had happened, and everyone expected this small Christian sect
to just disappear, hope is what kept them going. Hope against all the odds. It kept people like
Corrie ten Boom going through her years in the concentration camp and it kept my friends in
Russia going under the oppressive regime of the communist government.
I suffer from depression and have lived through abuse and tragic loss and it has been very
difficult to pray at times. Somehow, the spring of hope gradually comes back – not in a
gushing torrent but seeping slowly until it makes its way to the surface. Sometimes hope is all
we have and I do not know how people get through the crises that life brings without that
hope. The hardest part is trusting in that hope even when there is no sign of a solution and
sometimes people have to accept that they may never live to see the resolution to their present
troubles. I love the reference to joy and peace in believing, we do have to go forward in hope
with joy even in the darkest times.

Jane Jones
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May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans: 15.13

These reflections are from a lecture I watched recently, the Denis Duncan lecture to the
Guild of Health and St. Raphael. Ruth Harvey, an Iona Community leader spoke about “Hope:
Healing and Reconciliation”.
She explained that the Iona community is a place for hope and practitioners have worked
for peace and social justice in different parts of the world, Ireland, Rwanda, S. Africa and
Sudan through a global prayer circle. Restorative justice via collective confession and
forgiveness can resolve conflict, find solutions and heal pain. Leaders are prepared to listen,
mediate and recognise that “Peace begins with us”.
World Religions respect the mantra “Love our neighbours” which begins with loving
oneself, mending broken relationships, deep listening, understanding, looking with compassion
across boundaries, cultural habits and differences and dealing with warfare and long standing
trauma.
This autumn my thoughts focus upon the horror in Armenia and Azerbaijan. Reconcilers
are trained to bring opponents together applying generosity and grace. This may be a forlorn
“Hope” but we have to have Hope and courage to strive.
This year’s economic breakdown will result in more homeless living on the streets. We
cannot mend Society’s ills but can show respect, give hope, provide support, food and clothing
to those in need. We are called to sit with those who suffer, reconnect and be tender. The
“Grace” of Jesus Christ is paramount. Christians note the causes of suffering be they emotional,
physical or social for Healing, Reconciliation and Hope to emerge.
Photo by Pexels, free license.

Stella Stiles
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May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans: 15.13

When I was small child, on the dresser in our warm and always hospitable family kitchen, our
mother always kept her ceramic coffee pot embellished with the motto
“ if the sun were not shining, there would be no shadows.”
I have never forgotten that, and the sense of reassurance and belief it stamped on my memory
has somehow always remained with me and grown throughout my life, confirming that even
in the dark times that everyone experiences, there is always hope. Never more needed than
now, in this surreal and troubling time when there is so much love, goodwill and kindness
expressed in a myriad of small unsung ways, and a belief that there will be sunlight days again,
when all the stalwart bulbs we have been planting for spring to bring eternal hope, will bring
the colours of white, gold, yellow, light. Those hopeful bulbs planted by muddy hands – those
hands that now must be corona washed over and over again (Happy Birthday to Jesus) - hands
that grasp, that soothe, that wipe a tear, that turn a page, that shake a fist against injustice, that
try to comfort, that frame a child’s face, that applaud, that wave a greeting, that say thumbs up,
fingers crossed. Hands to trace a blessing in the air, palms together, fingertips lifted to heaven.

Fran Hulbert
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May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans: 15.13
A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse and a branch shall grow out of his roots.
Isaiah 11.1
Looking out of my study window, the tree on the other side of Abbey Street has finally shed its
leaves. Its branches are bare and the scene feels somewhat bleak. The vista however has opened
up a lovely view of the Cathedral Tower, which usually shines as sign a beacon of hope to the
City (when its flood lights are repaired). People often turn to God in dark times, when life is
down; the joy is that God is here with us all the time and it’s sad that people often only
discover him when the important people or things in life have disappeared. The Covid
Pandemic has reshaped and disorientated my own life; Advent reminds me of God’s call to
repent and ‘turn back’ to the one who can bring us all hope for our future even when
everything seems so disorientated and at a dead end. That’s why I’ve chosen the words of
Isaiah that originally called the people of Israel to journey to a restored future. When the tree
blossoms again in Spring, the tower will almost vanish, but it will still shed its light through
the branches. Let’s not risk falling into temptation and losing sight of God’s needed presence in
our lives; as we remember God who has been our refuge and strength and (tower!) in our time
of trouble (Psalm 46), may we continue to worship him with thanks both at Christmas and in
good times as our lives will flourish and bloom again.
Jeremy Dussek
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May the God of hope fill you with all the joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans 15;13

At this time, during this second lockdown, it is easy to become depressed and low. We are
faced with shorter hours of daylight and inclement weather, and no longer is there an escape to
the garden. It is therefore necessary to find moments in life, that lift the spirits in some way,
that give a feeling of hope.
I have always had a great love of music, in particular, enjoying live performances, both
orchestral and choral. Unfortunately, such events have been unable to take place, affecting the
livelihoods of many artists who were freelance and who have not had financial support during
the pandemic. So I was delighted when, recently there was a live broadcast of Mozart’s
Requiem performed by the chorus and orchestra of the English National Opera on the stage of
the Coliseum in Covent Garden. It was a privilege to witness this socially distanced concert,
albeit in an empty auditorium. The performers gave a very moving interpretation of an
outstanding musical work, which in itself is both inspirational and symbolic of hope for the
future. It certainly lifted my spirits that evening and gave me reasons for hope.
At this time we all need to find glimmers of hope and to quote Richard Rodgers:
‘Walk on walk on, with hope in your heart, then you’ll never walk alone’
Jean Markham
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans 15.13
In March, at the beginning of the lock down, I went for a walk through Chester City centre.
It was a dull grey afternoon, the streets were empty, the shops closed. I saw no-one at all. I felt
I was the only person left in the world and I thought that there was no hope left.
Then I came to the Cathedral - this also was closed and empty, but outside there was a tree.
Throughout the dark winter months this tree had stood, stark and bare and seemingly dead. But
now without any help from anyone this tree had burst into life and now stood proudly covered
in beautiful blossom.
I looked at the Cathedral behind the tree and was reminded of the words Canon Owen
Conway spoke to me many years ago: "When I come into the Cathedral and find myself unable
to pray, I remember that these walls are steeped in the prayers that have been offered to God
for hundreds of years. Their prayers will lift my soul to God.” Suddenly my loneliness and
despair disappeared and hope and joy filled my heart, thinking of the words of Julian of
Norwich: “All shall be well and all manner of things shall be well”.
Valerie Conolly
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May the God of hope fill you with all the joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans 15;13
‘We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure’

Hebrews 6 verse 19
HOPE is a biblical word often trivialised by using it to describe a vague aspiration
and it is unrealistic to cling to such hope for comfort.
Christian hope is certainty in the reality of Christ’s promises. He assures us of His
continuing presence in our lives, guiding us into eternal life. Trusting His words are true
gives us confidence and security.
As an amateur gardener I am always sad bidding farewell to my last dying roses in Autumn
but am cheered by the signs of emerging life in the swelling buds of the Spring shrubs waiting
to share their glorious colours to cheer and uplift me.
This year, we celebrate the Nativity of Christ in a more radical way, stripped of some of the
familiar traditions we have taken for granted in the past, we may find that the Festival may be
all the more enriched for that.
The overwhelmingly enthusiastic secular culture which we have experienced in previous
years may have half obscured the dynamic message of Christmas and its intimate connection
with Easter. In the words of a popular Christmas song of some years ago however, the true
message ‘that we shall live forevermore because of Christmas Day’ is aﬃrmed.
That is the HOPE the baby of Bethlehem lovingly gives us this Christmas to strengthen us
as we journey on together to promised good times ahead.
Glyn Conway
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May the God of hope fill you with all the joy and peace in believing, so that you may
abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit. Romans 15;13
Winter birds.
A flock of winter birds
Foregathering in the firmament
Wings tipped with dusk's gold
Seek solace in their company
And journey, as they must
To a safer space.
Let Advent bring hope
Of the change to come
Beckoning in the ineffable new
Blow softly on the flickering flame
And may it then glow brighter,
In the hands of the fellow traveller.
Photo by Pexels, free license.

Maggie Jackson
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2. PEACE: Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do
not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be
troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
At the beginning of Augustine's Confessions, he writes out of a time of personal and social
unrest in the early centuries of the Christian Church, a church then under pressure: “because
you have made us for yourself, our hearts are restless till they find their rest in you”. I have
always had a deep yearning to be on the move, out and about. I think I suffer from a mild
form of claustrophobia. So lockdown has been for me, as for many, a great trial. I haven’t
easily adapted to home working. And the long cold damp autumn/winter days and nights have
added to the pressures.
I seek solace and God speaks through music and exploring the natural world. Even if I
can't sing with my choir and perform as much as we used to. Even though travel is restricted
and walks confined to the woods and fields surrounding the village, the moments of peace
come to calm my troubled spirits.
The Celts had that sense of finding the peace of God in remote places through
peregrination. John Rutter set words from that tradition in his Gaelic Blessing:
Deep peace of the running wave to you
Deep peace of the flowing air to you
Deep peace of the quiet earth to you
Deep peace of the shining stars to you
Deep peace of the gentle night to you
Of Christ, of Christ, the light of the world to you
Deep peace of Christ to you.
Tim Macquiban
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
Being by nature an anxious person, the offer to receive God’s peace, and to find my heart
untroubled, seems a great blessing. I greatly value the occasions when I can find true peace.
At this time of concern for family, I remember the gift of peace I was given repeatedly
when, after leaving one or other of our children somewhere new (university, work, always
located in the south), there would unfailingly be a wonderful sunset as we drove home up the
M6. This felt like God’s gift of reassurance that he would hold them in the palm of His hand
until we could meet again, and always brought me a sense of deep peace and gratitude for His
care.
So, my picture is of a sunset. Not perhaps the most stunning, but special to me. It was
taken in July 2019, as evening fell after Helen and I arrived at Black Sail Hut Youth Hostel in
the Lake District. This was a favourite of my mother’s where she found peace during the war,
and I had always wanted to stay there. To walk over from Wastwater, via Pillar, with my
daughter was a wonderful gift. The photo reminds me of the deep peace I found in that special
place.
Dorothy King
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Bill and Liz Hardman
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
What is life if full of care
we have no time to stand and stare
Full of travel, full of meetings
Diarised coffee, everyday greetings
Daily hurtling, on and on
Consuming, devouring till it's gone
And then it was, we all just stopped
March, April, May, all were hopped
As locked down, locked up, right or wrong
Information, guidelines, asking how long
Gave way to peace in things that matter
A hug, a kiss, a face to face natter
A peace descended, as traffic lay still
The airplanes grounded, days to fill
And then a simpler life was clear
Long hoped for, yet here amidst fear
We could welcome a peace in slowing
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No more rushing, relentless going
And will we keep this, even when
The vaccines appear, even then?
A peace to treasure time to read
A peace to think what we really need
A peace to pray and listen to Him
A peace that's ours to share and win
That is beyond the world, pandemic or not
That is the legacy of having to stop
A peace of valuing family and friends
A peace through which to make amends
For not taking time to stand and stare
Until the stopped world showed us, peace is there.

Tim McLachlan
Image taken by the author from the summit of Beeston Castle.
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
Few countries have fascinated us more than Nepal. Its diverse scenery, charming people
and exotic buildings have all contributed to our idea of peace.
A whole morning was spent in Pokhara just gazing at the Annapurna range with its white
walls of ice and snow and filled us not only with wonder but also peace. Never before had the
words of Psalm121 “I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills “ meant so much to us.
The people of Nepal although in many cases very poor were most friendly and hospitable
reinforcing the idea that contentment and peace are not necessarily the result of a high standard
of living.In a Christian context those who have influenced us the most have often been through
difficult stages in their lives but who still radiate a sense of peace and love of Christ.
We have a fascination for old buildings and there were plenty in Nepal.The sound of
Buddhist monks exiled from Tibet chanting in their stupa (temple) will evoke memories for
years to come and may be compared to the singing of monks in medieval Chester.
“Be still and know that I am God”. How difficult this is when one becomes fidgety after a
few minutes of private prayer! There is the well known story of St John Vianney who found an
old man in church just staring at the altar.Asked what he was doing,the man replied “I look at
him and he looks at me”.
Whichever way God shows his peace,through the natural world,other people,places of
worship, meditation or through his Word, the message of scripture at the top of this section has
never been more apt at the present time.

Maggie and Bill Amos
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27.
Christmas Trees
Blackbirds and crab- apples as baubles on crooked grafts.
Indeterminate glitter, the flutter of a Firecrest flaring,
a dazzle, igniting snow dusted, stiff crinkled Beech.
Clipped rust hedge,
frost edged, crimped leaves, a pantomime of dangling, jigging harlequins.
Scattered red berries, ruby glass marbles lodged in tangles of Haw,
polished blood beads in crowns of Thorn.
Rearing black branches a Calvary under heaven.
In starlight suddenly, a silver shiver of sparrows.
Hovering; a speckled, plump Mistle Thrush,
mustard breast,
finally perching, piping.
Drum of a Woodpecker.
Deep loam churn.
High Pine shriek.
A blown glass moon, swells above, suspended in an icy twist of cobalt sky.
Ivory disc, held fast by a ribbon of cirrus, a wispy cloud ringlet, unraveled by a Jay.
Balloon moon, Angel countenance, beatified beaming.
All showered by driven hale,falling, like ice chipped stars.
Christmas trees,wrapped in a creaking tinsel of winter winds.
Tongues of snow,
Caroling.
Jean Page
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
Peace
Inner tranquility
Nature restores with calm reflection
The hand of friendship offered, taken
Knowledge of God’s love enfolds and nourishes
Listen
Be still in His presence
Quieten your mind, banish cares
Let your heart be glad
Travel with Him beside you
Accept what He offers
The promise of peace.
Sandy Boyne
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Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do
not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. John 14:27
Pass the Parcel
The parcel is passed, a great globe
swathed in colours of sunset.
Music halts, hands rip
at wave-crinkled layers of ocean,
but sand just trickles over a flap of fish.
Music strikes up in ear-splitting roar.
At its pause we tear away
forests and quiet walks; strip
leaves, heave roots, unravel paths,
but there is nothing in the clearing.
Then, a chorus of gunfire and bombs.
Ceasefire and a pulling at paper,
dove-white, covered with treaties’ script.
We unfold with care so nothing is torn,
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but the words remain words.
Next, a city din: shouts and car horns.
It stops. We unwind a silence of silk.
Through our fingers it slips,
passing breeze through the hollows,
but absence of noise is emptiness.
Music slows, spirits weary
at layers of steeples and spas;
concert halls, bars, parties and trips.
Hands feel limp as the globe
rolls round like a marble,
unwinds itself to reveal a flame
that steadies our sight
and settles our hearts.
We rise and walk,
feel like gift-wrap.
Julia McGuinness, Poet in Residence
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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3. JOY: Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue
with shouts of joy; then it was said among the nations,“The Lord
has done great things for them.” Psalm 126, v2
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Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy; then it was
said among the nations,“The Lord has done great things for them.” Psalm 126, v2
At this time our world is dark – sickness, bereavement, hardship, unrest, hopelessness, fear.
Yet, in the midst of our troubles, God offers us his gifts of joy to bring light into our
darkness and raise our spirits:- the smile of a friend, the laughter of children at play, the
haunting music of a cello, a much-loved book or poem. So many precious moments to cherish.
On a chilly, cloudy day recently, I was walking along the canal towpath. Everything looked
grey and sad. Unexpectedly, the clouds parted and a shaft of sunlight suddenly pierced the
gloom, transforming the world. The murky water became a sparkling, silver stream and the
fallen leaves, a vibrant red and orange pathway.
It was a fleeting but uplifting moment filling me with pure joy and giving me a fresh
optimism for the future.
Sue Fisher
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy; then it was
said among the nations,“The Lord has done great things for them.” Psalm 126, v2
Recipe for some joy in Lockdown
Ingredients:
●
●
●
●
●

1 loving God
1 life passion
A pile of books (or other stuff your life passion may require).
A big bowl of internet
A dash of hope

Preparation:
1. Thank God for the life passion He gave you.
2. Study or put to practice the subject you love.
3. Make a blog or a facebook page or use other social media you might like and post your
experiences.
4. Share your page with other people who have similar tastes (facebook, for instance, has
many groups for basically everything).
5. Add a dash of hope in the future.
Catarina Duarte
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy; then it was
said among the nations,“The Lord has done great things for them.” Psalm 126, v2
Joy has wings like geese in flight
that sweep the sky and bring delight
to a grey morning.
Joy is an unknotting of hair,
a shake of the head,
letting locks fly free
when days takes better turns
unexpectedly.
Joy is fresh water flowing free
for a girl in rags, in African heat,
discalced and weak.
It’s when dry souls
are irrigated and fed.
Joy is the aroma of damp soil
teasing my senses and evoking
the deep rootedness of Earth;
the rewilding of life on
Greta’s green turf.
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It is the fall of a wall,
the end of a war, a cancer cure.
Joy is where justice rules,
or a boy is pulled from
the mantle of sea.
Joy is drawing close to crib and cross,
Coming before Christ the King
And worshipping.
Berenice Kirwan
‘Joy’ is one of my names and so I have always considered this gifting as part of my identity.
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Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy; then it was
said among the nations,“The Lord has done great things for them.” Psalm 126, v2
For the joy set before him [Jesus] endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the
right hand of the throne of God. Hebrews 12:2
I was staying with Julia at Osho Leela in April. Because of lockdown we had promised the
community we would isolate ourselves in a caravan for a fortnight before entering into their
joy. They brought us meals though. Twice a day fresh from the kitchen: balanced, vegan, and much to my disappointment - spotless from sin. Julia’s friend Mari shared my opinion: because
on the third day she brought us pudding. She had made it herself and she was vibrating with
pleasure as she imagined our coming joy.
And joy we had. Even when we tasted Mari’s pudding, even though the apples were watery
and the crumb tasted as if Satan himself had soaked it with his sulfurous micturition, we had
joy. We were joyful not because we were eating ambrosia stolen from the lips of angels, but
because Mari had infected us with her joy. It didn’t matter that her joy was based on a
misapprehension. It was still joy irregardless of the fact her puddings embodied the opposite of
joy in culinary form.
I doubt Jesus experienced his crucifixion with much joy, but if the pretend Paul who wrote
Hebrews derived joy from even such a ghastly occurrence then who am I to dismiss it? Like
the real Saint Paul said: our faith is a blasphemy to the Jews and a nonsense to the Greeks. It’s
purpose, though, is to bring joy.
Ian Bysh
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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4. LOVE: For God so loved the world that he gave his only
Son, so that everyone who believes in him may not perish but
may have eternal life. John 3:1
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For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in
him may not perish but may have eternal life. John 3:16
Were it not for this small word, our lives would be so much worse?
We make, we do, we achieve, we receive, but when we love, we bubble with excitement
beyond belief.
Love transforms, brings something fresh and new, changes our lives, makes us strive, when
we love we feel fully alive
With love we realise how special we are to God, to ourselves, to someone else,
Love creates, enables, with love in our hearts we have the power, to let go and climb the
highest tower,
With love we do amazing things, and only with love, do we receive all that God brings.
Is it the world around, the flowers, the trees, the birds calling out their song in the breeze?
Is it the sounds of the quiet, the warm sun that sets, the noise of the streets the conversations
we get,
Is it people we know, the friends we share, the excitement of being close, when someone is
near,
Or is it God’s love that changes the moment, helps us realise that in the eyes, and smiles of
those around, we have the greatest thing that can be found,
His love is within all that we see, that we touch, it's everywhere and it means so much to
me,
To those that can feel it, to those He has met, to those that love Him, He is the life they
possess,
That He died to save me, is something I’ll never forget.

Derek Buckthorpe
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For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in
him may not perish but may have eternal life. John 3:16
Love came down at Christmas
“Love came down at Christmas time…” so the poem by Christina Rossetti tell us.
I wonder, is it implying that there was no love in the world until the first Christmas?
No, Paul wrote in Romans 5:8 “God demonstrates His own love for us in this: while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us.”
I cannot imagine, or comprehend, the love that initiated our salvation. God sent His only
Son - to be born a baby; to reveal His character through his words, deeds and actions; to be
falsely accused, die on a cross and then rise from the dead, all to redeem us from the clutches
of sin.
No wonder the angels sang with great joy. They marvelled at God’s love for us, His
wayward creation. They announced the arrival of the hope of salvation who will bring peace
on earth - Emmanuel, God with us - Jesus Christ.
In our hearts let us adore Him, in our actions let us serve Him and in our words let us exalt
Him for He is the Lord of heaven and earth. No longer a baby in a manger but the King of
kings, seated at God’s right hand.
As the poem exhorts us in it‘s conclusion: “Love shall be our token ………Love for God
and love for all men, Love for plea and gift and sign.
2 Corinthians 9:15 “Thanks be to God for His indescribable gift.”
Julia de Newtown
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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5. JESUS CHRIST: ‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’
which means, “God is with us.” Matthew 1:23
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means, “God is with us.”
Matthew 1:23
Laces tied, I start my weekend long run,
Heading slowly through the park,
Children playing and dogs barking,
I notice the grass, trees, plants and sky
I see colours; green, purple, pink and blue,
And I feel calmer.
Running up the slope and along the railway path,
Robins and chaffinches peck at the brambles,
Butterflies distract as I jump over the snails.
As I approach the estuary the abandoned boat comes into view.
And I wander yet again at the beauty of an old ruin.
And I feel calmer.
Herons and Cormorants wade in the water,
The smell of sea salt lingers in the air,
Runners pass by and some stop to say hello,
This is a far cry from inner city living.
Breath in, breathe out, thoughts come and go,
And I feel calmer.
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Heading into Plymbridge I run by the stream,
Now the monkey chatter has stopped I can see the woods from the trees,
I see the problems clearly and can't do this alone,
So I pray to a man I'm not sure I believe in,
No longer calm, I cry out to Jesus, pleading my case.
I need a miracle - Please help me.
I feel his presence as we run side by side,
Is God really with me? Running on water?
Memories come flooding, answering unasked questions,
And I know for sure he was always beside me.
I feel a peace and a hope that I cannot explain,
Knowing my God is always with me.
Maria Harvey Ascroft
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means, “God is with us.”
Matthew 1:23
‘I am fearfully and wonderfully made’ says Psalm 139 about each one of us and for that
reason alone, ‘I will praise you’. One of the daily miracles where we give thanks to God, is
when a baby is born with all the physical functions and complexities of the human body.
The birth of Jesus though is extraordinary in that God chose to enter our world as a human
and so be ‘God with us’. It is the adult Jesus who shows us the vast love of God because God
is there in the person of Jesus.
We make sense of the resurrection of Jesus by reflecting upon his adult life and his presence
with us in 2021. As we hear the parables, consider the miracles, hear about his last week alive
on earth, and especially as we stand at the foot of the cross witnessing a lonely, rejected man
die in pain, we begin to make sense of the resurrection.
In our lives, we may walk with Jesus through the darkness of depression, through
accusations, through malicious gossip, through deep grief or through the isolation of lockdown:
we walk from there into the resurrection. We find hope, joy, peace and love through the
company and love of Jesus Christ.
The photograph shows the butterflies, symbols of the resurrection hanging in the vestibule
in the cathedral. We are invited to walk under the butterflies into a lighter brighter place into
the future of this world and the next where we will find the embodiment of love in the waiting
outstretched arms of the risen Jesus.
Jane Brooke
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means, “God is with us.” Matthew 1:23

Emmanuel
the pain of labour rends the air
the baby’s cry grasps hold of life
a mother cradles her child
and bends to kiss
the face of God

The Face of a Child
“God has from time to time shown himself to us in the face of a child.”
Elie Wiesel (Jewish Novelist)
where is God now?
he’s here.
here in the face of this child.
in the face of this child
suckling at his mother’s breast
cradled in his mother’s arms.
wrapped in grave cloths
and lying in the manger.
this child born to die.
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he’s here.
here in the face of this child.
the child hung at auschwitz.
the child who survived
dunblane and beslan
the starving child of the sudan.
where is God now?
he’s here.
here in the face of this child.

The question “Where is God now?” and the reply are inspired by the works of Elie Wiesel;
particularly his autobiographical account of life in Auschwitz, Night and his novel, Dawn. The
questions were raised for me by repeated pictures of children released from the school siege at
Beslan in September 2004 and by pictures of the crisis in Sudan in 2004. They were clarified
by a Thought for the Day given by Rabbi Jonathan Sacks shortly after the Beslan school siege.
The reference to Jesus being wrapped in grave clothes comes from the work of Arnold
Fruchtenbaum, a Messianic Jew, who suggests that the swaddling cloths were grave clothes kept
in the stable and easily to hand when Jesus was born.
For me the distinctive feature of Christianity is the God who can be known in Jesus Christ,
who lived a life on earth and continues to be an active part of every area of our lives; the
messy, chaotic and unseemly parts, as well as the clean, tidy parts which we try to present to
the world around us.
© S Anne Lawson
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means, “God is with us.”
Matthew 1:23

We often speak of a church or cathedral as ‘the House of God’ but in the medieval period,
this was taken very literally indeed; a church was built for God to walk in as a physical
presence, hence the extraordinary levels of decoration and the quality of architecture we see
today; indeed, Dean Bennett said ‘The cathedral we serve, is the visible expression of man’s
invisible delight’. One activity I always enjoy is opening the west doors of the Cathedral; the
doors themselves are about 500 years old and I often think of all those who have opened the
doors in the past; what world did they see, what people did they meet and what were their
hopes and fears? Psalm 84 says ‘I had rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my God, than to
dwell in the tents of wickedness’. But there is a deeper significance to opening the doors; on
the one hand we open them to let people come in and encounter God but at the same time, we
allow God out into the world. The doors thus become an exit and an entrance, allowing the
world into the church but at the same time, allowing the church to become part of the physical
world. God can only be truly ‘with us’ if he is present in every part of our lives, and for me,
opening the doors and breaking down the physical barriers is a very simple representation of
that.
Nicholas Fry
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means,
“God is with us.” Matthew 1:23
Advent
This year we are waiting,
This year we are hoping,
Daring to dream of a world beyond the virus,
Approaching Advent with a different type of yearning,
A heightened sense of searching,
For the baby who will bring joy into our world.
This year and every year,
We remember the story,
Of a baby wrapped in cloths and lying amongst the straw.
We remember the story of Mary and Joseph,
Frightened, tested, yet resolute,
Following God’s plan and not counting the personal cost,
Journeying on a donkey,
Not to a place of comfort,
But to a stable, rustic and bare,
Nevertheless, remaining faithful,
And holding the hope for humankind in their arms.
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We remember the story of the shepherds,
Hearing the news from the angels,
Starting out afraid, then being filled with wonder and joy,
Summoning the courage to set out on their journey,
A pilgrimage to meet the light of the world,
A mere baby, yet one who would save us all from sin, darkness and despair.
We remember the wise men who came later, guided by the stars,
Who pondered and discovered the meaning of it all.
They too went to worship the baby Jesus,
With treasures from afar,
Knowing the significance of that very same baby,
Not just on that Christmas Day all those years ago,
But for you and for me,
This Advent and always.
So, this year, whether you are in a bubble or outside one,
Whether you are working on the frontline,
Or whether you are doing your bit from home,
Amongst your neighbours, family and friends,
By wearing a mask, washing your hands and (only physically) staying apart,
Know that the Christ Child is drawing near to you and to me,
Remember the true meaning of Christmas
And hold it close.
Hold onto the baby at the heart of Christmas,
Treasure those you love – whether in the flesh or via the telephone and Zoom
And hold onto the hope of that same, ever-radiant light,
Represented by the baby Jesus all those years ago,
The flame that cannot be extinguished,
That will, if you let it, illuminate our darkness,
Our world,
Now and forever.
Hannah Langford
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which means,
“God is with us.” Matthew 1:23
2000 years of history – yet many haven’t heard
The Good News of your coming, have never read your word,
Your gift remains unopened high upon the shelf,
By those who might have everything, except of course, YOURSELF.
Forgive us Lord for all we’ve done
Your sacrifice on earth to shun,
Forgetting, mid the fun and mirth,
The real reason for your birth.
The commandeering of this season,
By man, for man, smacks of treason
Forgive us for our sad portrayal
The greed, the gorging – our betrayal.
Remind us, as our gifts enjoy,
Of yours to us – Beloved Boy,
And help us this great treasure share
With needy people everywhere.
The only gift that is worth giving,
The truth that Jesus Christ is living,
Is the one that we forget to post,
Yet of this party, He’s the host.
Help us to get perspective clear,
It gets a bit more blurred each year,
Lest we forget mid hype and fuss
Emmanuel – GOD WITH US.
Photo by Pexels, free license.

Ann Gray
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‘They shall name him Emmanuel,’ which
means, “God is with us.” Matthew 1:23
Emmanuel
It is easiest to hear in a tall place a cathedral, or where the roof is sky
in vast, starlit darkness.
I am with you always.
It whispers in the small space,
of nights lying tight in a wakeful bed,
or days that turn into cul-de-sacs.
I am with you always
It is in the vast place
of overwhelm and wondering,
on the brink of stepping out.
I am wIth you always
It is the unexpected grace
when others walk away,
when you’ve walked away from yourself.
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I am with you always.
It is the steady embrace
in the solitude of hours,
as the future slips out of sight.
I am with you always.
To the end of the age.
Julia McGuinness, Poet in Residence
Photo by Pexels, free license.
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